
CTHULHU, THE GREAT OLD ONE 

Realm: God of Dreams, Madness, and Knowledge 

Holy Symbol: Small greenish-black statuette that resembles a humanoid rubbery-looking body with an octopus head and giant bat 

wings on its back.  

Weapons: Dagger, mace, sling, spiked-chain, staff, sword (any– including two-bladed sword– new weapon in Hubris) 

Alignment: Neutral 

Unholy Creatures: Mundane animals, non-believers (humanoids), un-dead, celestials, the uncorrupted (non-mutated humanoids), 
and the sleepless. 
Invoke the Name: Cthulhu does not give power for free.  Clerics must spellburn at least two points to use this ability.  

Invoke the Name check results 

1 Disapproval.  Cannot use Invoke the name for 1d10 days. 

 

2-11 Failure.  Cthulhu turns in his sleep, sending chaotic visons into the cleric’s mind.   The cleric’s mind becomes fragmented.  All Personality 

 and Intelligence tests are made one step lower on the die ladder for 24 hours.   

 

12-13 Cthulhu channels forbidden knowledge into the cleric’s brain.  They roll this as an occupation skill for a number of hours equal to the 

 cleric’s level.  If forbidden knowledge is already an occupation skill (i.e. occupation is an occultist, etc.) then roll these tests one step 

 higher on the dig ladder. 

 

14-17 Cthulhu channels forbidden knowledge into the cleric’s brain.  They roll this as an occupation skill 24 hours.  If forbidden knowledge is 

 already an occupation skill (i.e. occupation is an occultist, etc.) then roll these tests one step higher on the dig ladder. 

 

18-19 Cthulhu bestows on the cleric the ability to cast the wizard spells Sleep (DCC pg 155) for 24 hours. The cleric must roll per the standard 
 wizard rules and can suffer corruption and misfire from failure. 
 
20-23 Cthulhu bestows on the cleric the ability to cast the wizard spells Sleep (DCC pg 155) and Scare (DCC pg 191) for 24 hours. The cleric 
 must roll per the standard wizard rules and can suffer corruption and misfire from failure. 
 
24-27 Cthulhu brings ruin and decay to manifest around the cleric.  A  area around the cleric becomes fetid like a swamp.  The radius is equal 
 to the cleric’s level multiplied by 10.  Frogs, snakes, and insects appear.  Wood becomes waterlogged, clothing becomes decayed and 
 ruined, and weapons are coated with  moss and are slimy.  Targets must make a Reflex save (DC same as Invoke the Name check) or 
 fall prone.  Targets can only move at half their rate.   Items can fall out of a targets hand easily (make a Luck check to keep ahold of it).   
 This area returns to normal after 30 days 
 

28-29 The cleric summons forth a silhouetted apparition of the Great Cthulhu.  All enemies within 60’ of this apparition who can see it are 
 affected.  Creatures with 1 HD or less must make a Fort save or be driven over the brink and die and are automatically driven mad 
 even if they succeed, being reduced to mindless jabbering idiots; creatures with 2 HD are automatically driven mad, and are reduced to 
 a mindless state; all other targets must succeed at a Will save (DC same as spell result) or be bombarded with flashes of terrible images 
 and scenes. The madness is so severe that all targets suffer a permanent 1 Personality drain. They will be unable to distinguish friend 
 from foe and attack at random: 1) Self; 2) Friend; 3) Foe. This lasts for 2d6+1 rounds. 
 
30-31  The cleric summons forth a silhouetted apparition of the Great Cthulhu.  All enemies within 60’ of this apparition who can see it are 
 affected.  Creatures with 1 HD or less are automatically driven over the brink and die; creatures with 2 HD are automatically driven over 
 the brink and must make at a Fort save or die and are automatically driven mad should they succeed, being reduced to mindless  
 jabbering idiots; all other targets must succeed at a Will save or be bombarded with flashes of terrible images and scenes. The madness 
 is so severe that all targets suffer a permanent 2 Personality drain. They will be unable to distinguish friend from foe and attack at  
 random: 1) Self; 2) Friend; 3) Foe. This lasts for 3d6+1 rounds. 

Cthulhu is a being who once ruled the earth and will do so again, but for now he lies dreaming in his holy city of R’lyeh.  Cthulhu has a 
rubbery-looking humanoid body with a rotund belly, giant batwings, and the head of an octopus.  Cthulhu is a conduit of power for 
Great Old Ones, who have left this realm long ago.  The goal of Cthulhu, and his depraved followers, is to tear open the barrier be-
tween the material plane and the plane of Chaos, and allow the banished Elder Gods back into the world.   
 
Cthulhu’s influence is corrupting, taking a toll on the cleric’s physical appearance and their mind.  After years of devotion and servi-
tude, many of Cthulhu’s clerics cannot withstand the assault on their mind, and end up deranged, demented lunatics.  This effect 
pleases Cthulhu, for even a lunatic still spreads His message. 



Invoke the Name Spellburn: Cthulhu 

1  The cleric must perform a ritual in the name of the Great Cthulhu on the same night as Invoke the Name was used.  The 
 cleric must build a fire, strip naked, and dance around the fire all night chanting, “kuh-THOO-loo.” The cleric uses a  

 ceremonial blade to cut themselves and must not stop dancing.  In the morning the cleric is exhausted (expressed as 
 Strength, Stamina, and Agility loss).   
 

2-3  The cleric is corrupted by the powers of Cthulhu.  Roll 1d5- 1) the cleric’s eyes become bloodshot.  If this is rolled a second 

 time the cleric’s eyes become red and inflamed.  If this is rolled a third time they bulge out and ooze pus; 2) Small moles 

 appear all over the cleric’s flesh.  If this is rolled a second time, the moles become larger and take on a withered, sagging 

 appearance.  If this is rolled a third time, the moles become small wiggling pseudopods; 3) One of the cleric’s hands be

 comes encrusted in tiny barnacles and is slimy.  If this is rolled a second time the flesh becomes blistered and necrotic.  If 

 this is rolled a third time, the hand transforms into a claw (cannot be used for delicate tasks, but gain an attack with it at 

 1d16 and deals 1d6 damage); 4) The cleric’s flesh becomes pale.  If this is rolled a second time the cleric’s flesh is  

 constantly damp and soggy feeling.  If this is rolled a third time the cleric’s flesh becomes a sickly grey and is constantly 

 damp and soggy feeling.  5) The cleric attracts a large frog companion (1 HD creature).  If this is rolled a second time, the 

 frog becomes the size of a medium dog (roughly 25 lbs, increase to 2 HD).  If this is rolled a third time, the bond between 

 the toad and the cleric is that of a wizard and a demonic familiar (per familiar rules, DCC pg 316-318).  The cleric also gains 

 the ability to breathe underwater for 20 minutes (DCC, pg 318).   The amount the cleric spellburned is reduced by half.   

 This taint causes people who are not friendly to the cleric or worshippers of Cthulhu to shy away from the cleric.  The  

 cleric suffers –4 to Personality tests when attempting to gain favor with these type of individuals.   

 

4  The link to Cthulhu takes a toll on the cleric's mind.  The Cleric’s Personality is permanently reduced by 1d4.  For every 4 

 points lost in this manner, increase the cleric’s ability to spellcasting ability by +1 (do not count the negative modifier for 

 Personality in this).  When a Cleric’s Personality is reduced to 3 (or less) they are deranged lunatics and become an NPC. 

 Cthulhu is pleased with the downward spiral of their servant and heals all lost attribute points from this spellburn after the 

 cleric sleeps.   

 

32+  The cleric summons forth a silhouetted apparition of the Great Cthulhu.  All enemies within 90’ of this apparition who can see it are 

 affected.  Creatures with 2 HD or less are automatically driven over the brink and die; creatures with 3 HD are automatically driven 
 mad, making all rolls two steps lower on the die ladder for the duration; all other targets must succeed at a Will save (DC same as spell 
 result) or be bombarded with flashes of terrible images and scenes.  The madness is so severe that all targets suffer a permanent 1d4 
 Personality drain. They will be unable to distinguish friend from foe and attack at random: 1) Self; 2) Friend; 3) Foe. This lasts for 3d6+1 
 rounds 


